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               President’s Message 

Ray Williams: 

Welcome to autumn!  The fall equinox has occurred and the autumn season is upon us.  In 

a few weeks the landscape will explode with the lovely colours that only the fall season can 

provide us.  This, in my opinion, is the most wonderful time of the year and a great 

opportunity to get out the camera and head outdoors.  The hot humid days of summer will 

be going and the cool crisp days will be inviting us to explore the country side in comfort 

and snap the great pictures that are possible only at this time of year.  Even if landscape 

photography is not your thing it’s hard to resist the temptation and not take advantage of 

what the outdoors offers us.   

Our local community offers some wonderful locations to take in the seasonal colours and 

offers us some great photo opportunities.  Ganaraska Forest and Peter’s Woods to name 

two.  I am sure everyone has their favorite spots and secret locations for capturing the 

season. If not, any of the back roads that run through Northumberland will give you the 

chance to capture some terrific fall images.  If you have the time, trips up HWY 10, Perth 

Rd. from Kingston to Westport or traveling through Prince Edward County will give you 

the opportunity for fabulous pictures.  For the more adventurous Algonquin Park or far 

flung trips to the Agawa Canyon enable you to capture some outstanding images.  

 I am not the best photographer in the club and perhaps should avoid giving any type of 

photography tips, but some things I have found to make the most of the autumn opportunities are 

to use as low an ISO as possible, shoot with the softer light of morning or late afternoon, look for 

colour contrasts from tall trees to low shrubs and keep an eye open for reflecting ponds or pools of 

water. The leaves on the ground can also be as interesting as the ones on the trees, and shafts of 

light, straight lines or curved lines can add drama to the image. Trees are not the only thing to take 

pictures of.   Mushrooms, fallen tree limbs, farmers’ fields, barns and the animals can be 

impressive as well. Be sure to remember our last club lecture on the use of flash photography 

outdoors and give it a try.  

Whether you travel to Algonquin Park or just your own backyard be sure to enjoy one of the great 

treasures offered to photographers, the fall season. 
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                                                                                   RAFF MILETO  

Name:   Raff Melito .   Place of birth: Toronto, Ontario 

Residential area: Cobourg/Toronto 

Occupation :          Commercial Photography Producer and Artist 

Representative 

Formal Education: Ryerson University Alumni , BAA in Media 

Studies/ Still Photography 

Places you have travelled to: Australia, Spain, Italy, Paris, London, Greece,  PEI, 

Northern Ontario, Newfoundland,  and many road trips in and around Southern Ontario 

and Quebec 

Favorite hobbies/pastimes: In the past few years, I have developed a strong interest in 

the making of things from very basic ingredients - Flour + Water, Seeds + Dirt. I have 

found myself taking bread baking courses , where we created own our sourdough starter 

and raised dough with wild yeast. I have an organic vegetable garden here in Cobourg at 

Villa St. Joseph where I have watched tiny seeds turn into gorgeous and delicious tomatoes, 

beans and other tasty vegetables. I found both experiences fascinating and eye-opening.  

 I love yoga, kayaking along the river at our cottage, reading , listening to music on vinyl, 

cooking and I knit the occasional scarf. Oh, and let’s not forget the love of wine. 

When/how did you develop an interest in photography?  

My love of the image began in my early teen-age years. When I was 14, my family bought 

an SLR before heading on a trip to Italy where we were visiting our relatives.  I was 

amazed at how you could frame up a portion  of what you could see with your eyes and 

change the way people see it- through 

isolation of subject matter , blurring of the 

background, capturing an expression. I 

would spend hours going through the prints 

and sequencing them into little stories . I 

also loved the way it helped capture 

moments and memories that you could take 

with you to refer back to long after the 

moment passed.  
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It felt much more tangible and concrete to me than the fleeting moments do when you 

experience them. I photographed everyone and everything I came across from that year 

forward. 

My subject matter and the content of my images changed considerably over the years. The 

common  thread through the years has been collecting and diary work. My teens and early 

20s had me taking portraits of all my friends and acquaintances. These were often black 

and white or vividly coloured images depending on the character involved. In this work, I 

was collecting images of friends and by doing so, created a diary of my life through those 

years. 

It was in my early 20’s that my career in commercial photography began . After 

graduating  from Ryerson, I began working at a photo 

store in Toronto that catered to Professional 

Photographers . I sold film (yes, real film!) to a host of 

clients and started to learn about the industry. It didn’t 

take long before I was hooked. I left the store shortly 

thereafter and became a Freelance Photography 

Assistant . Who knew that was even a job! My years as a 

Photography Assistant 

introduced me to so many 

different types of 

photography and allowed 

me to see all sides of the 

business. I worked with food photographers, product 

photographers, portrait photographers, wedding 

photographers, fashion photographers, and celebrity 

photographers. Amazing. 

 

It was in this time that my focus shifted to the business 

side of photography . I found a like-minded individual 

to partner with and 

started a 

production 

company which is 

still alive and well 

today: Full Serve 

Productions.  

Through Full Serve  

Productions , we team with Ad Agencies and 

Professional Photographers from around the world to 

create print and digital ads and bring creative concepts 

to life . A few years ago, my partner and I decided to 

open a second business in the industry , Junction Reps.  

Through Junction Reps, we are agents for 2 food photographers.  
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We help develop their businesses - connecting them with new clients, helping maintain 

relationships with current clients, quoting and negotiating on their behalf and helping them 

edit and present their images .  

When and where do you do most of your “image capturing”?  

I try to capture moments of my everyday.  I love to shoot when I travel.  I love to record the 

seasons. I am a fairly active Instagram contributor.  

 

 

Which camera(s) make(s) and model(s) do you use?  

I have about a dozen different cameras I like to shoot with. My faves are the Toy Cameras 

and vintage cameras- Holga, Diana, classic Lomo, Minolta Hi-Matic ,  Polaroid SX-70.  I 

enjoy the 

unpredictable 

outcome of the toy 

cameras, and I love 

the dreamy quality 

that a plastic lens 

can offer.  

 

 

 

For a point and shoot , I have used the Canon G10.   

I have a Bronica SQ-A system that I like to travel 

with and shoot 120 film as I’m particularly fond of 

the waist level finder and how that changes your 

viewpoint.  
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 What are your favorite subjects to photograph?  

Stuff and things and people.  I enjoy the “From Where I Stand” photos where I show my 

feet, or my shadow in the image interacting with the landscape. I love what happens when 

you pair images , and the stories that diptychs and triptychs can create. 

 

Raff Miletoès photos 
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Please share with us an amusing, or memorable event related to photography or 

the ‘best’ photographic moment you have experienced. 

Overcoming my shyness and a language barrier to photograph some distinguished older 

gentlemen having coffee in a public park in Barcelona. Approaching strangers while 

traveling can  be terrifying! I was really pleased with the results . We traveled back to 

Barcelona 2 years after the first trip, so I made some prints and dropped them off at the 

cafe. Hopefully the prints made it to their intended 

recipients! 

 

  
 

 

 

 SPARK 2017  will be launched with a celebration of the arts at the Canadian 

Canoe Museum.  Friday, September 30, 2016 — next Friday — 5 to 10pm. We have San 

Murata Jazz Trio, comedy, drumming, photography plus 33 artists who produce a wide 

range of art such as pottery, blown glass, jewellery, wood turning, fabrics, paper work and 

more.     Tickets include entrance to the museum and all its galleries where the art will be 

displayed, catered food table by SKHut, music, drumming, comedy entertainment, door 

prizes and Silent and Live Auction featuring the Showcase Exhibit framed heritage photos 

— a selection from all four years of SPARK.  It’s a social evening at the museum with art 

and artists.  We are celebrating our Fifth SPARK festival launch. Please come and join us. 

Tickets $30 online at http://www.SPARKpresents.com, from me, or at Moondance Records 

in downtown Peterborough and Happenstance Books and Yarns in Lakefield. 

Marlis Lindsay - Waterford House Executive Suites 

550 Waterford Street - Peterborough, ON  K9H 3K4 

705-743-4101    amarlis5000@gmail.com - www.SPARKphotofestival.com 

 

www.waterfordexecutivesuites.com www.festivalhost.com 

http://www/
http://sparkpresents.com/
tel:705-743-4101
mailto:amarlis5000@gmail.com
http://www.sparkphotofestival.com/
http://www.waterfordexecutivesuites.com/
http://www.festivalhost.com/
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 Items of interest to NPC Members 

  

 meet-ingo-and-poldi-tiny-rescued-owl.html Subject: The owl and the shepherd 

 What a great series of photographs ! Unbelievable!  Submitted by Russ Donaldson 

 

 Photo Equipment For Sale:  $200 for the following: 

 Pentax auto 110 camera with pocket SLR ($127 US in 1983). Comes with - manual, 

flash, winder, 3 lenses. (pocket size)    2 x 35m HP slide sorter trays 

Binder slide sleeve sheets.  Kodak Carousel 750 H Projector.   Kodak Carousel 800 

Projector (with lamps, cables, remotes, etc).  Crestline 500 tray Projector 500.  3  

slide tray cases each with 8 trays .  Large box slide trays (+/-  20) .       3  Carousel 

trays 

 1 portable projector screen (with handle & tripod) 52 inch wide+ 

 

 Although the  equipment is dated everything is in working order. My husband was 

using the equipment earlier this year.  I see it as a job lot sale with a selling price of 

$200 

                                                                                           Submitted by Suellen Stratton 

 (If interested contact L. Keeley for more details. 905-885-9288) 

 

 This video has the potential to stimulate a photography challenge for all 

NPC photographers:   I will be interested to see the results.         Russ Donaldson 

 

http://videos.komando.com/watch/10818/kims-picks-mesmerizing-colors-in-high-definition-

and-slow-motion?utm_medium=nl&utm_source=tvkim&utm_content=2016-09-13-video-e 

 

 

Photo captured by Diego Fabris 

     

 

http://www.whitewolfpack.com/2016/08/meet-ingo-and-poldi-tiny-rescued-owl.html
http://videos.komando.com/watch/10818/kims-picks-mesmerizing-colors-in-high-definition-and-slow-motion?utm_medium=nl&utm_source=tvkim&utm_content=2016-09-13-video-e
http://videos.komando.com/watch/10818/kims-picks-mesmerizing-colors-in-high-definition-and-slow-motion?utm_medium=nl&utm_source=tvkim&utm_content=2016-09-13-video-e
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Minutes of NPC Executive Meeting,  September 19, 2016 

 

President’s Report  - Ray Williams 

At the present time Ray and Stan do not have access to the NPC account at Ganaraska 

Credit Union. The bank has requested a statement on NPC letterhead showing that Ray 

and Stan are president and treasurer, in order to make the changes.   NPC does not have a 

letterhead, but Sandra will send Ray a copy of the minutes of the Annual General Meeting, 

which lists the executive for 2016-17, to take to the bank.  The executive are also listed on 

the website and in the Monitor.   Jeannie will create a letterhead for NPC using the graphic 

on the NPC business cards. 

 

NPC insurance is due on September 23
rd. 

 

Chloe read us the waiver that club members sign.  She will send a copy of this to David who 

will have it printed for any guests attending outings to sign.  There will be an 

announcement to club members that it is the responsibility of members bringing a guest to 

outings to get a waiver from David for their guest to sign. 

 

Salvation Army – We prefer to pay the room rental ahead of time and Ray will talk to 

Captain Simpson to arrange this.  We should change the Jan 2
nd

 meeting date to Jan. 9
th

 as 

Jan. 2
nd

 is a holiday.  

 

The Cobourg Cougars have requested that we send photographers to their games (home 

and away) and events in the community.  This is a lead up to a large tournament that they 

will be hosting later in the season.  This would be a significant commitment for NPC.  We 

are more comfortable with a less intense involvement – announce to our members that the 

Cougars would like photos and perhaps have an outing during the tournament.  Ray and 

Larry will discuss options with the Cougars.  A contact person  from NPC should be set up 

if we go ahead with this project.  Larry Keeley and Russ Donaldson were mentioned as 

possibilities.   

 

 Motion 12- 2016  Made by Ray and seconded by Stan.  All in favour. – NPC will provide 

CLIC with a $100 prize.   

 

Treasurer’s Report – Stan Kicak 

Meeting Refreshments – Stan plans to be able to provide Donna with cash when she hands 

in the receipts for her purchases.   

So far, $3 711 has come in membership dues and Christmas dinner reservations.  Funds 

will be organized once Stan has access to the bank records and more membership dues 

have been paid. 

Stan plans to monitor our Paypal costs. 
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Membership  Report – Chloe Craig 

Membership is currently at 117.  There are 65 paid members for 2016-17, and 52 members 

who will either rejoin or leave the club.  There are 2 brand new members and one who has 

rejoined after a hiatus. 

 Christmas Dinner at Woodlawn Inn – 9 paid and going, so far.  There will be more 

announcements to members about this.  

 

Outings Director’s Report – David O’Rourke 

Outings - Pedestrian Sunday in Kensington Market – 3 people 

RCMP Musical ride – 8 people 

Mosport – 8 people 

1
st
 breakfast at Woodlawn Inn – 6 people 

 

Sept. 25 – Thousand Island Boat Cruise and Boldt Castle 

Oct. 6 – Prince Edward County Wineries 

Oct. 11 – Sunrise Shoot at Loughbreeze B&B, Colbourne 

Nov. 6 – Dale Chilhuly Glass Art at ROM 

Nov. 26 – Evening Cavalcade of Lights, Nathan Phillips Square 

Dec. 3 – Christmas at O’Hara Mill, Madoc 

Dec. 15 - Christmas lights followed by Christmas cheer, Cobourg 

 

Program Director’s Report – Jeannie Gane 

Meeting format – Speaker, Break, Announcements, Slide shows 

Russ Donaldson will continue to introduce the speakers and Elisabeth LaFontaine will 

thank them and present the card and cheque.  The cards are being hand made by Barb 

Husband.   

Motion 13 - 2016 – NPC will compensate Barb for at least 

the cost of her materials.  Motion made by Bob and 

seconded by David.  All in favour. 

Finding speakers has been difficult on such a small budget 

(a major reason for the increase in membership dues).  

Speakers still need to be booked for Jan., Feb., and March.  

The Sept. speaker was paid $256.   

Jeannie will not be available to put together the Christmas 

slideshow this year.  Stan will do it if someone else is not 

found.  Laurie Robertson has done this in the past and 

could be asked.  

 

Communications Director’s Report – Bob Robertson 

Bob receives a lot of information about photography contests and passes on what seems to 

be legitimate and worthwhile.   If John Draper is sent information to be posted,  please 

inform Bob.                                                                         ( Photo captured by Fran Brownley) 
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Secretary’s Report – Sandra Peters 

Sandra will be deleting past e-mails sent to club members from her computer.  All 

necessary information will be saved to Dropbox.  John will be deleting old slideshows, 

according to NPC bylaws. 

 

The next executive meeting will be held at David’s.  Sandra will send out a schedule for 

hosting meetings.  Meeting adjourned at 8:35 PM.   

 
                                        

 Photo captured by Fran Brownley 
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   Tech  Tips 
 

       By    Patrick Romano   

 

 

In our photography club we will without doubt have new 

members just learning the intricacies of photography. In this 

article I have included some reports which should help.  Please note:  If clicking on the 

URL does not work you may have to copy and paste it. 

Enjoy.  Pat. 

 
5 Tips to Help Build Your Confidence in Photography   

http://digital-photography-school.com/5-tips-to-help-build-your-confidence-in-

photography/ 
 

5 Photography Pitfalls to Avoid That No One Tells You About 

http://digital-photography-school.com/5-photography-pitfalls-to-avoid-that-no-one-tells-

you-about/ 

 

5 Tips to Help Get Yourself Out of a Photography Rut 

http://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-get-yourself-out-of-a-photography-rut/ 

 

How to Understand the Mysteries of ISO for Beginners 

http://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-understand-the-mysteries-of-iso-for-

beginners/ 

 

3 Ways to Simplify and Learn Photography Faster 

http://digital-photography-school.com/3-ways-to-simplify-and-learn-photography-faster/ 

 

An Exercise to Learn and Practice Shutter Speed at Home 

http://digital-photography-school.com/exercise-learn-practice-shutter-speed-home/ 

 

5 Steps to Increase the Sharpness of Your Photographs 

http://digital-photography-school.com/5-steps-to-increase-the-sharpness-of-your-

photographs/ 
  

http://digital-photography-school.com/5-tips-to-help-build-your-confidence-in-photography/
http://digital-photography-school.com/5-tips-to-help-build-your-confidence-in-photography/
http://digital-photography-school.com/5-photography-pitfalls-to-avoid-that-no-one-tells-you-about/
http://digital-photography-school.com/5-photography-pitfalls-to-avoid-that-no-one-tells-you-about/
http://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-get-yourself-out-of-a-photography-rut/
http://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-understand-the-mysteries-of-iso-for-beginners/
http://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-understand-the-mysteries-of-iso-for-beginners/
http://digital-photography-school.com/3-ways-to-simplify-and-learn-photography-faster/
http://digital-photography-school.com/exercise-learn-practice-shutter-speed-home/
http://digital-photography-school.com/5-steps-to-increase-the-sharpness-of-your-photographs/
http://digital-photography-school.com/5-steps-to-increase-the-sharpness-of-your-photographs/
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4 Tips for Pre-Visualizing – Look Before You Shoot 

http://digital-photography-school.com/4-tips-pre-visualizing-look-shoot/ 

 

 

     For those in the NPC who want to try something different I have included some tutorials 

on HDR (High DynamicRange).  HDR can be used for almost everything where you want 

to enhance the colour or difinition of the subjects in your photograph.  Once the basics are 

learned you may find other uses for HDR. 

 

Is HDR dead? Some Writers’ Thoughts on this Controversial Topic 

http://digital-photography-school.com/is-hdr-dead-some-dps-writers-thoughts-on-this-

controversial-topic/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=    

June-0216   

   

The Not-So-Obvious - The Not-So-Obvious Reason for Using HDR 

http://digital-photography-school.com/the-not-so-obvious-reason-for-using-

hdr/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=June-0216 

 

Step by Step How to Use HDR Merge in Lightroom 

http://digital-photography-school.com/step-by-step-how-to-use-hdr-merge-in-lightroom/ 

 

Tips for HDR Night Photography to Retain Maximum Image Detail 

http://digital-photography-school.com/tips-for-hdr-night-photography-to-retain-maximum-

image-detail/ 

 

How to Use Bracketing to get Your Best Shot – 3 Different Methods 

http://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-use-bracketing-to-get-your-best-shot-3-

different-methods/ 

 

Step by Step How to Use HDR Merge in Lightroom 

http://digital-photography-school.com/step-by-step-how-to-use-hdr-merge-in-lightroom/ 

 

 

 

 

 

“Aww, it’s Fall –time to migrate!” 

 

Photo captured by Teresa Glover 

 

 

   

http://digital-photography-school.com/4-tips-pre-visualizing-look-shoot/
http://digital-photography-school.com/is-hdr-dead-some-dps-writers-thoughts-on-this-controversial-topic/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=%20%20%20%20June-0216
http://digital-photography-school.com/is-hdr-dead-some-dps-writers-thoughts-on-this-controversial-topic/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=%20%20%20%20June-0216
http://digital-photography-school.com/is-hdr-dead-some-dps-writers-thoughts-on-this-controversial-topic/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=%20%20%20%20June-0216
http://digital-photography-school.com/the-not-so-obvious-reason-for-using-hdr/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=June-0216
http://digital-photography-school.com/the-not-so-obvious-reason-for-using-hdr/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=June-0216
http://digital-photography-school.com/step-by-step-how-to-use-hdr-merge-in-lightroom/
http://digital-photography-school.com/tips-for-hdr-night-photography-to-retain-maximum-image-detail/
http://digital-photography-school.com/tips-for-hdr-night-photography-to-retain-maximum-image-detail/
http://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-use-bracketing-to-get-your-best-shot-3-different-methods/
http://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-use-bracketing-to-get-your-best-shot-3-different-methods/
http://digital-photography-school.com/step-by-step-how-to-use-hdr-merge-in-lightroom/
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The speaker for the October 3rd meeting of the Northumberland 

Photography Club is Phil Norton who will discuss Storytelling With 

Photography.  We also look forward to seeing many photos submitted for the members' 

slide show in the second part of our program.  There are 3 areas to which members may 

submit images - Outings (see David`s message below), Monthly Theme - Let There Be Light 

 and Photographer`s Choice.  Please refer to the detailed instructions for submitting photos 

on the Northumberland Photography Club`s website.  This month we are extending the 

date to submit photos to midnight Wednesday September 28th.  

   

OUTINGS 

  

The outings eligible for this category are listed below.  Please include the outing name with 

your image name using uppercase for the first letter of each word and a space between 

words, followed by a dash, e.g.:  “Outing Name - Image Title”. Please note: To submit to 

the Outings Slide Show, the person submitting must have been on the outing that day; 

otherwise, the images should be submitted toPhotographer’s Choice. Many thanks! 

 

 
 

Photos submitted by David O’Rourke – 

Outings Director      

 

 
Here are some images from the Club's 

Outing to Boldt Castle yesterday. Thanks to 

Allan Short for the excellent suggestion! We 

all had a terrific time, as I hope these photos 

show. Our next Outings will be on 

Thursday, October 6th, to Prince Edward 

County to shoot the Huff, Terracello and 

Norman Hardie Vineyards and then on  

Tuesday, October 11th we journey to 

Colborne for a sunrise shoot at the 

Loughbreeze Bay B&B. Hope you will be 

able to join us! davidorourke@cogeco.ca 
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                                                        …….. by Larry  Keeley 
 
 

Algonquin Wolves Jeopardized – Again! 
 
Excerpts from: Jodi Picoult, “Lone Wolf”, Washington Square Press, 2012. 
 “Little Red Riding Hood should be flogged. Single-handedly, that little girl 
and her grandmother have managed to spread enough lies about wolves to get 
them poisoned, trapped and shot into near extinction.” Pg. 33. 
 
 “Some people believe that wolves kill everything 
they encounter.  In reality, they only kill to eat.” Pg. 33 
 
 “The real power of a wolf isn’t in its fearsome jaws, 
which can clench with fifteen hundred pounds of pressure 
per square inch. The real power of a wolf is having that 
strength, and knowing when not to use it.”  Pg. 62 
 
Excerpts from a recent article published in the Toronto 
Star, Tuesday, September 27, 2016. 
 “Ontario action jeopardizes existence of Algonquin 
wolf.”  ** 

“This month, (October 2016) the Ontario 
government decided to strip the Algonquin wolf, recently 
classified as threatened with extinction, of the legal 
protection provided by the provincial Endangered Species 
Act (ESA).  Although the law forbids killing threatened 
species, the government is making an exception to allow hunting and trapping of 
Algonquin wolves across much of the breadth of their range.” 

 
 “The wonder of listening to a chorus of howling wolves while (you are) 
snug in a sleeping bag in Algonquin Park will carry a lucky few through the long 
winter ahead.”  
 
 “Wolves travel thousands of kilometers in their lifetimes into unprotected 
areas to find a new home or mate. In doing so, they often wind up dead; 
poisoned, strangled in snares or shot. For a species that might number as few as 
154 adults in the entire province, every wolf counts.” 
 
“Ontario has no effective plan to accurately assess how many wolves are killed.” 
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“In 2013, Ontario exempted most major industries – including forestry, energy and mining 

exploration – from having to abide by the Endangered Species Act. Ontario is now adding 

hunting and trapping of the Algonquin wolf to that long list of exemptions.” 

 

 

 

These two photos of Algonquin wolves 

used in this article were captured and 

shared for use in our NPC newsletter  

by renowned author and 

internationally acclaimed wildlife 

photographer,  Gordon Harrison.     

 

Gord, a long-time friend, has spent 

the better part of the past forty years, 

photographing and documenting the 

many life forms inhabiting his farm in 

the deep forest north of Minden, 

Ontario. Everything from moths to 

moose have attracted his unrelentless scrutiny and now comprise more than 350 rare 

wildlife photographs in his latest book titled “My Cousin & Me And Other Animals.”  

 

These excerpts from “My Cousin and Me...” attest to the author’s great affection and 

admiration for the Algonquin wolf: 

 

“Of all the creatures on the farm, the wolves gripped our imaginations in a way words 

cannot express. On hundreds of nights, wolves would wake me with their astonishing 

howls, and this great wilderness song moved me profoundly.” 

 

“Wolves generally live in a balance with nature. If they kill all their prey, they die as well by 

starvation.” 

 

“Predators and prey do a dance together in the struggle for existence. Each hones the other 

to perfection.” 

 

The Toronto Star concludes its article with: “The infamous and incredibly rare Algonquin 

wolf is presenting us with an opportunity to change the way we interact with our 

environment.” 

 

Gord Harrison’s book “My Cousin And Me And Other Animals” is available at Amazon 

and other bookstores as well as at www.MyCousinandMe.net.  

 
 

http://www.mycousinandme.net/

